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Everyday Spanish ========================================== 

  el estudiante   the student los estudiantes the students 

Lesson 5 – Spanish Verbs =================================== 

ENGLISH VERBS ____________________________________________ 

     In English, not all verbs can be spotted very easy.  In fact most English verbs you 

have to think about and decide if they are verbs or not.  That’s why we have to use our 

special verb finder sentence. 

SPANISH VERBS ____________________________________________ 

     Spanish verbs look the same in a dictionary with three different endings: 

  -er  -ir  -ar 

     When you look at a Spanish verb in a vocabulary list they will have special endings 

and meanings.  As a beginner in Spanish, we will make it easy for you to find the verbs 

by teaching you the endings one at a time. 

     The first verbs in our vocabulary list are easy to see because they all end in the letter 

“o”. 

 English verbs you think about to decide what they are and Spanish you look at 

them to know the word type. 

Words to Know ============================================ 

 Notice the o at the end of the Spanish verbs below: 

   1.  digo    I tell 
   2.  lucho    I fight 
   3.  venzo    I conquer 
   4.  llamo    I call 
   5.  regalo    I give 

Spanish Prayers (El Sanctus) ================================ 
Santo, Santo, Santo     Holy, Holy, Holy 
Señor de anfitriones.     Lord God of Hosts. 
El cielo y la tierra son llenos de su gloria.  Heaven and earth are full of Your glory. 
Hosanna en lo más alto.     Hosanna in the highest. 

Bendito el que viene en nombre del señor. 
  Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord. 
Hosanna en lo más alto.   Hosanna in the highest. 

Books of the Bible ========================================= 
   Génesis    Genesis 
   Exodo     Exodus 
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   Levítico    Leviticus 
   Números    Numbers 
   Deuteronomio   Deuteronomy 
   Josué     Joshua 

   Jueces    Judges 
   Rut     Ruth 
   1 (Primera de) Samuel 1 Samuel 
   2 (Segunda de) Samuel 2 Samuel 
   1(Primera de) Reyes  1 Kings 
   2 (Segunda de) Reyes 2 Kings 
   1 (Primera de) Cronícas 1 Chronicles 
   2 (Segunda de) Cronícas 2 Chronicles 
 
Study Questions =========================================== 

1. How would you describe a verb? ___________________________________ 

2. Name two types of letters in the alphabet. ____________________________ 

3. List three Spanish action verbs  ____________________________________ 

4. List three Spanish invisible verbs  __________________________________ 

5. How do you say, “Goodbye, Teacher” (male) in Spanish? ________________ 

Lesson 5 Study Questions =================================== 

1. With the verbs you’ve learned, what letter do they end? _________________ 

2. Is the letter at the end of all English verbs the same? ___________________ 

3. What is the Spanish word for one student?  ___________________________ 

4. What is the Spanish word for many students? _________________________ 

Translation =============================================== 

 Write the English word for the following Spanish words. 

 1.  venzo  __________________________________ 

 2.  regalo  __________________________________ 

 3.  digo  __________________________________ 
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 4.  llamo  __________________________________ 

 5.  lucho  __________________________________ 
 

Speaking & Listening –Listen to the Class 5 track on your CD -- =============== 

___Say each vocabulary word and its meaning five times.  Practice using the vowel and 
consonant sounds you learned in Lessons 1 and 2. 
___Practice saying the Spanish Prayers from Lessons 1 through 5, El Sanctus, five 
times. 
___Practice saying the books of the Bible from Lessons 1 through 5, five times. 

Write It Out =============================================== 
1. Write each vocabulary word and its meaning twice. 

1.  ________________________  _______________________________ 

     ________________________  _______________________________ 

2.  ________________________  _______________________________ 

     ________________________  _______________________________ 

3.  ________________________  _______________________________ 

     ________________________  _______________________________ 

4.  ________________________  _______________________________ 

     ________________________  _______________________________ 

5.  ________________________  _______________________________ 

     ________________________  _______________________________ 
 

2. Think of eight verbs you did today.  Write them below, in the order you did them.  

Put an A by the action verbs and an S by the secret verbs. 

___________________________ _______________________________ 

___________________________ _______________________________ 

___________________________ _______________________________ 

___________________________ _______________________________ 
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Just for Grins & Giggles  ==================================== 
 Circle the Spanish verbs. 
 
 tierra   digo   preparo  baja 
 
 llevo   gloria   Jesús   trabajo 

 Cantares  miro   navego  maestra 

 Mexico  celebro  buenos  llamo 


